Current approaches to cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR) rely on standard retrieval models into which query translations by statistical machine translation (SMT) are integrated at varying degree. In this paper, we present an attempt to turn this situation on its head: Instead of the retrieval aspect, we emphasize the translation component in CLIR. We perform search by using an SMT decoder in forced decoding mode to produce a bag-ofwords representation of the target documents to be ranked. The SMT model is extended by retrieval-specific features that are optimized jointly with standard translation features for a ranking objective. We find significant gains over the state-of-the-art in a large-scale evaluation on cross-lingual search in the domains patents and Wikipedia.
Introduction
Approaches to CLIR have been plentiful and diverse. While simple word translation probabilities are easily integrated into term-based retrieval models (Berger and Lafferty, 1999; Xu et al., 2001 ), state-of-the-art SMT systems (Koehn, 2010; Chiang, 2007) are complex statistical models on their own. The use of established translation models for context-aware translation of query strings, effectively reducing the problem of CLIR to a pipeline of translation and monolingual retrieval, has been shown to work well in the past (Chin et al., 2008) . Only recently, approaches have been presented to include (weighted) translation alternatives into the query structure to allow a more generalized term matching (Ture et al., 2012a; Ture et al., 2012b) . However, this integration of SMT remains agnostic about its use for CLIR and is instead optimized to match fluent, human reference translations. In contrast, retrieval systems often use bag-of-word representations, stopword filtering, and stemming techniques during document scoring, and queries are rarely fluent, grammatical natural language queries (Downey et al., 2008) . Thus, most of a translation's structural information is lost during retrieval, and lexical choices may not be optimal for the retrieval task. Furthermore, the nature of modeling translation and retrieval separately requires that a single query translation is selected, which is usually done by choosing the most probable SMT output.
Attempts to inform the SMT system about its use for retrieval by optimizing its parameters towards a retrieval objective have been presented in the form or re-ranking (Nikoulina et al., 2012) or ranking . In this paper, we take this idea a step further and directly integrate the task of scoring documents with respect to the query into the process of translation decoding. We make the full expressiveness of the translation search space available to the retrieval model, without enumerating all possible translation alternatives. This is done by augmenting the linear model of the SMT system with features that relate partial translation hypotheses to documents in the retrieval collection. These retrieval-specific features decompose over partial translation hypotheses and thus allow efficient decoding using standard dynamic programming techniques. Furthermore, we apply learning-to-rank to jointly optimize translation and retrieval for the ob-jective of retrieving relevant documents, and use decoding over the weighted translation hypergraph directly to perform cross-lingual search. Since high weights on retrieval features for words in the bagof-words (BOW) representation of documents force the decoder to prefer relevant documents with high probability, by a slight abuse of terminology, we call our approach BOW Forced Decoding.
One of the key features of our approach is the use of context-sensitive information such as the language model and reordering information. We show that the use of such a translation-benign search space is crucial to outperform state-of-the-art CLIR approaches. Our experimental evaluation of retrieval performance is done on Wikipedia cross-lingual article retrieval (Bai et al., 2010; Schamoni et al., 2014) and patent prior art search (Fujii et al., 2009; Guo and Gomes, 2009; Sokolov et al., 2013; Schamoni et al., 2014) . On both datasets, we show substantial improvements over the CLIR baselines of direct translation (Chin et al., 2008) or Probabilistic Structured Queries (Ture et al., 2012b) , with and without further parameter tuning using learning-to-rank techniques and extended feature sets. From our results we conclude, that, in spite of algorithmic complexity, it is central to model translation and retrieval jointly to create more powerful CLIR models.
Related Work
The framework of translation-model based retrieval has been introduced by Berger and Lafferty (1999) . An extension to the cross-lingual case using contextfree lexical translation tables has been given by Xu et al. (2001) . While the industry standard to CLIR is a pipeline of SMT-based query translation feeding into monolingual retrieval (Chin et al., 2008) , recent approaches include (weighted) SMT translation alternatives into the query structure to allow a more generalized term matching (Ture et al., 2012a; Ture et al., 2012b) . Less work has been devoted to optimizing SMT towards a retrieval objective, for example in a re-ranking framework (Nikoulina et al., 2012) or by integrating a decomposable proxy for retrieval quality of query translations into discriminative ranking .
The idea of forced decoding has been employed recently to select better perceptron updates from the full SMT search space for discriminative parameter tuning of SMT systems (Yu et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2014) .
Most similar to our approach is the recent work of Dong et al. (2014) who use the Moses translation option lattices for translation retrieval, i.e., for mining comparable data. Their query lattices given by the translation options encode exponentially many queries and are used to retrieve the most probable translation candidate from a set of candidates. The approach is evaluated in the context of a parallel corpus mining system. We present a model that not only uses the full search space, including the language model and reordering information, but also evaluate the model specifically for the task of retrieval, rather than mate-finding only. We show that a forced decoding model using bag-of-word representations for documents and retrieval features that are decomposable over query terms significantly outperforms state-of-the-art CLIR baselines such as direct translation (Chin et al., 2008) or Probabilistic Structured Queries obtained from n-best list query translations (Darwish and Oard, 2003; Ture et al., 2012b) . Additionally we find that the use of context-sensitive translation information such as language models or reordering information, greatly improves retrieval quality in these types of models. We furthermore show how to directly optimize the retrieval objective using large-scale retrieval data sets with automatically induced relevance judgments.
A Bag-of-Words Forced Decoding Model
Model Definition. SMT systems use a Viterbi approximation to find the output hypothesis q * e q * e = arg max
over the search space of hypotheses or derivations h ∈ E q f for a given input q f . The probability of a translation output q e under derivation h given q f is usually modeled in a log-linear model
where F (h, q e , q f ) is a learned linear combination of input-output features, that is, the dot product between parameter column vector w smt and feature column vector given by feature map Φ smt ,
In CLIR, we seek to choose a derivation that is both an accurate translation of the input according to the translation model, and a well-formed discriminative query that matches relevant documents with high probability. We combine both objectives by directly modeling the probability of a document d e in target language e given a query q f in source language f , factorized as follows:
Applying the same Viterbi approximation during inference as in (1), we choose the retrieval score of d e to be the score of the highest scoring hypothesis h,
where the product between both models can be interpreted as a conjunctive operation similar to a product of experts (Hinton, 2002) : A high score is achieved if both experts, namely translation and retrieval models, assign high scores to a hypothesis. That is, the model attempts to produce a wellformed translation, but at the same time chooses lexical items present in the bag-of-words representation of the document. Similarly, we can interpret the inclusion of the retrieval component as a constraint to force the decoder to retrieve d e with high probability. By a slight abuse of terminology, we will henceforth call our approach Bag-of-Words Forced Decoding (BOW-FD). 1 The translation term P (h|q f ) is modeled as in (2) for standard hierarchical phrase-based SMT (Chiang, 2007) and left unchanged in our joint model. The retrieval term P (d e |h, q f ) is modeled in a similar form
where IR features do not depend on q f (thus allowing us to drop this term) and decompose over derivation terms. This allows a bag-of-word vector representation of documents, and retrieval features are local to single edges in the search space for efficient Viterbi inference. The joint scoring model is defined as follows:
where the weight vector is defined by the vector concatenation w = w smt w ir , and q e refers to the yield that is determined uniquely by derivation h. Following the interpretation of our joint model as forced or constrained decoding, we can view pipeline approaches such as the direct translation baseline as instances of unconstrained decoding. That is, the SMT decoder yields a single translation output for every document and the assignment of document scores is deferred to a (monolingual) retrieval model given this single output structure.
Other CLIR approaches such as probabilistic structured queries (Darwish and Oard, 2003; Ture et al., 2012b) try to mitigate this early disambiguation by keeping enumerated translation alternatives at retrieval time. However, they either use context-free word-based translation tables or select only terms from a small n-best fraction of the full search space.
Dynamic Programming on Hypergraphs. Decoding in a hierarchical phrase-based SMT (Chiang, 2007 ) is usually understood as a two-step process: Initially, an input sentence is parsed using a Weighted Synchronous Context-Free Grammar (WSCFG) in a bottom-up manner to construct an initial hypergraph H that compactly encodes the full search space ("translation forest") (Gallo et al., 1993; Klein and Manning, 2001; Huang and Chiang, 2005; ). An ordered, directed hypergraph H is a tuple V, E, g, W , consisting of a finite set of nodes V , a finite set of hyperedges E, and weight function W : E → R assigning realvalued weights to e ∈ E. Language models are typically added in a second rescoring phase that is carried out by approximate solutions, such as cubepruning (Chiang, 2007; Huang and Chiang, 2007) , limiting the number of derivations created at each node. A translation hypothesis h ∈ E corresponds to a sequence of nodes S ⊆ V connected via hyperedges e ending in goal node g. Each edge e is associated with a synchronous grammar rule r(e), and corresponding feature values Φ(r(e)). The weight of hyperedge e is defined as W(e; w) = w T Φ(r(e)).
The quantity in (1) is efficiently computed using dynamic programming under the proper semiring. A commutative semiring K is a tuple K, , ,0,1 , of a set K, an associative and commutative addition operator , an associative multiplication operator , and their "neutral" elements0 and1, respectively (Dyer, 2010) . The Inside algorithm over the topologically sorted, acyclic hypergraph H under the tropical R, max, ×, −∞, 0 semiring (Goodman, 1999; Mohri, 2009 ) computes the inside score α of the Viterbi hypothesis, i.e. the weight of its sequence of nodes ending in goal node g:
where W(e; w smt ) = w T smt Φ smt (r(e)) assigns weights given parameters and features of the translation model.
For Bag-of-Words Forced Decoding, we extend W with another set of parameters w ir for local IR features Φ ir :
Note that Φ ir depends on both translation rule r(e) and document d, while Φ smt solely depends on source and target side of r(e).
Decomposable Retrieval Features. We use sparse, lexicalized, real-valuead IR features that relate derivations h to document d using Okapi bm25 term weights (Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009 ):
where rsj(t, C) = log
is a constant term weight approximated on document frequencies for collection C, and tf d) ) a saturated term frequency weight of term t in document d, taking into account (average) document lengths dl and avdl 2 . We fire the Okapi bm25 term weight for each derivation term t ∈ h w.r.t. document d in collection C. The sum of feature values for all derivation terms t i ∈ h equals the regular BM 25 score BM 25(h, d) = t∈h bm25(t, d). Weights w ir for this type of features are interpretable as additional, general term weights.
Additionally, we report experiments using sparse alignment features that fire an indicator for each alignment, insertion, or deletion of words in source and target. They allow the model to adapt lexical choice and dropping of function words for retrieval.
Default Retrieval Weights & Self-Translation. To enforce a ranking over documents, we define an IR default weight v, w ir = 1v. Intuitively, v controls the model's disposition to diverge from the SMT Viterbi path. If IR features fire in other regions of the search space than the SMT Viterbi path, this weight compensates for the loss incurred for not producing the Viterbi hypothesis. Furthermore, the default weight allows the model to generalize to unseen data: If an unknown query word, for example a named entity, causes an IR feature to fire at test time, the decoder will simply pass through the source word to any derivation, and the IR feature can contribute to the retrieval score with v > 0.
Multi-Sentence Queries. Specialized retrieval tasks such as patent prior art search may exhibit long, coherent search queries that contain multiple sentences. If multiple sentences of query q = (s 1 , . . . , s m ) are processed independently, we need to combine the sentence-wise rankings to obtain a final ranking. We model this task from a product of experts perspective (Hinton, 2002) and multiply scores score(·, d) of document d in all m sentence rankings, re-sorting the final output. If d is not in the top-k ranking of a sentence, we take the minimum score of that top-k ranking as a smoothing value to prevent the product to become zero.
Implementation and Complexity Analysis. 3 We implemented the above model on top of the hierarchical phrase-based decoder cdec , but there are no limitations for applying this approach to phrase-based systems (Koehn et al., 2007) . Procedurally, after cdec yields the translation forest, we compute the overlap of IR feature activations between edges in the forest and the document candidates. The Inside algorithm is only carried out for documents that activate at least one IR feature in the search space. For documents with no activation we can skip the computation of scores and assign the SMT Viterbi score, which constitutes a lower bound on the model score.
For a single query q, forced decoding requires a single pass over the topologically sorted search space to find IR feature activations along hyperedges, yielding a complexity of O(|V | + |E|). The dynamic programming procedure that computes a score for a document requires another pass over the forest evaluating the extended edge weight (4) for every edge e ∈ E, where the dot product for translation features is already precomputed by cdec , and the retrieval part depends on the number of active IR features, ω := |Φ ir (r(e), d)|. Overall complexity for a single query and all documents d ∈ C is thus
As noted above, we can reduce the quantity |C| by checking if a document candidate shares any IR features with the search space and avoid superfluous executions of the Inside algorithm. In our experiments on Wikipedia data, we found that this check reduces |C| to about 64% of its original size. This pre-filtering is similar to the coarse query approach of Dong et al. (2014) , who score only documents that contain at least one term in the query lattice. We further reduce runtime of the inference procedure by using approximate decoding. We experimented with using a beam search approach to limit the number of weight evaluations in (4) for incoming edges at each node. The max operation of the tropical semiring is discontinued once the number of considered incoming edges at a node exceeds the size of the beam.
Learning to Decode for Retrieval
We now turn to the problem of learning parameter weights for the BOW-FD model. The objective is to prefer a relevant document d + over an irrelevant one d − by assigning a higher score to d + than to d − ,
We sample a set of preference pairs
from relevance-annotated data where rl(d, q) indicates the relevance level of a document given query. Furthermore, we require the difference of scores to satisfy a certain margin:
where the margin is defined as
Our final objective is a margin-rescaled hinge-loss
We use stochastic (sub)gradient descent optimization using the Adadelta (Zeiler, 2012) update rule. Adadelta does not require manual tuning of a global learning rate and requires only two hyperparameters that have shown to be quite robust to changes: the sliding window decay rate ρ = 0.95 and a constant = 10 −6 were set to the default parameters given in the original paper. We furthermore use the distributed learning technique of Iterative Parameter Mixing (McDonald et al., 2010) , where multiple models on several shards of the training data are trained in parallel and parameters are averaged after each epoch. We perform incremental optimization using a cyclic order of the data sequence (Bertsekas, 2011) , that is, the learner steps through a fixed sequence of pairs, query by query, and relevant document by relevant document, without randomization after epochs. This allows us to cache consecutive query search spaces and feature vectors for relevant documents. Regularization is done by early stopping where the best iteration is found on a held-out development set. Table 1 : Retrieval results of baseline systems and BOW-FD with default weight v = 1.6 for Wikipedia and v = 0.8 for patents, respectively. Baseline and BOW-FD models use the same SMT system. Significant differences at p = 10 −4 with respect to baselines are indicated with * . Significant differences at p = 10 −6 of learning-to-rank-based models (LTR) with respect to BOW-FD are indicated with † . 
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Evaluation
Data and Systems. We conducted experiments on two large-scale CLIR tasks, namely German-English Wikipedia cross-lingual article retrieval 4 (Bai et al., 2010; Schamoni et al., 2014) , and patent prior art search with Japanese-English patent abstracts 5 (Fujii et al., 2009; Guo and Gomes, 2009; Sokolov et al., 2013; Schamoni et al., 2014) , comparing retrieval performance of BOW-FD against the state-of-the-art SMT-based CLIR baselines of Direct Translation (DT) and cross-lingual Probabilistic Structured Queries (PSQ) (Ture et al., 2012a; Ture et al., 2012b) . The SMT models, as well as baseline evaluation scores were taken from (Schamoni et al., 2014) .
We present results for BOW-FD using a default weight v optimized on the development sets, and for models with parameters trained using pairwise learning-to-rank. We compute MAP, NDCG (Manning et al., 2008) and PRES (Magdy and Jones, 2010 ) scores on the top 1,000 returned documents to provide an extensive evaluation across precision-, and recall-oriented measures. Differences in evaluation scores between two systems were tested for statistical significance using paired randomization tests (Smucker et al., 2007) . Significance levels are either indicated as superscripts, or provided in the captions of the respective tables.
Baseline SMT systems and BOW-FD share the hierarchical phrase-based SMT systems built with cdec . For German-English cross-lingual article retrieval on Wikipedia, we built a system analogously to Schamoni et al. (2014) from parallel training data (over 104M words) consisting of the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005) in version 7, the News Commentary corpus, and the Common Crawl corpus . Word alignments were created with fast align (Dyer et al., 2013) . The 4-gram language model was trained with the KenLM toolkit (Heafield, 2011) on the English side of the training data and the English Wikipedia articles. Language model scores are added to the search spaces using the cube pruning algorithm (Huang and Chiang, 2007) with poplimit = 200. SMT Model parameters were optimized using MIRA (Chiang et al., 2008) on the WMT2011 news test set (3003 sentences). The parameters for the baseline PSQ model were found on a development set consisting of 10,000 German queries using 1,000-best lists: interpolation parameter λ = 0.4, lower threshold L = 0, and cumulative threshold C = 1.
For the task of Japanese-English patent prior-art search, we use a system analog to Sokolov et al. (2013) and Schamoni et al. (2014) . Its SMT features are trained on 1.8M parallel sentences of NTCIR-7 data (Fujii et al., 2008) and weights were tuned on the NTCIR-8 test collection (2,000 sentences) using MIRA (Chiang et al., 2008) . A 5-gram language model on the English side of the training data was trained with the KenLM toolkit (Heafield, 2011) . The system uses a cube pruning poplimit of 30. Parameters for the baseline PSQ model were found on a development set of 2,000 patent abstract queries and set to n-best list size = 1000, λ = 1.0, L = 0.005, C = 0.95
Experimental Results. We first find a default weight v using grid search within v = [0, 3] and v = [0, 2] on the development sets for Wikipedia and patents, respectively. v controls the balance between the retrieval and translation features and with larger v, the model is more likely to produce query derivations diverging from the SMT 1-best translation. For Wikipedia, we sample 1,000 out of 10,000 queries to reduce the time of the grid search. For patents we use the full development set of 2,000 queries with 8,381 sentences. We combine rankings for single-sentence queries from multi-sentence patent abstracts using the product method as previously described. Well performing values were found at v = 1.6 for Wikipedia, and v = 0.8 for patents, respectively. Table 1 shows test set performance of DT and PSQ baselines versus BOW-FD. Scores for DT and PSQ are as reported in Schamoni et al. (2014) . We observe that BOW-FD significantly outperforms both baselines by over 2 points on Wikipedia and patents under all three evaluation measures. While the cube pruning poplimit was set to 200 for the Wikipedia experiments, it is set to 30 for patents. This may reduce the diversity of the search space considerably. Increasing the poplimit from 30 to 200 yielded another significant gain (MAP=0.2893, NDCG=0.5807, PRES=0.6172) on this dataset. Learning-to-rank results. We learned the weights of the BOW-FD model starting from IR default weights optimized by grid search, and from SMT feature weights "pre-trained" on parallel data. We furthermore found improvements over BOW-FD in precision-oriented metrics (MAP and NDCG) by freezing SMT weights. Table 1 shows that BOW-FD+(LEX+)LTR models significantly outperform BOW-FD on both data sets, with the largest improvement for PRES. Differences between models with and without lexical alignment features are not statistically significant. We conjecture that LTR models mostly optimize recall rather than precision, i.e. placing more relevant document in the ranking. This is supported by the fact that BOW-FD+LTR retrieves 70.1% of the relevant documents in the test set, compared to 68.0% by BOW-FD, while Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) hardly differs (0.7344 vs. 0.7332). An experiment with no pre-trained SMT or default IR weights, performed worse, indicating the importance of translation-benign search spaces and IR default weights for generalization to unseen terms.
Importance of Language Model for Retrieval. Liu et al. (2012) and Dong et al. (2014) claim that computationally expensive SMT feature functions such as language models have only minor impact on CLIR performance of SMT-based models. We found that such context-sensitive information present in single 1-best query translations (DT), weighted translation alternatives from the n-best list (PSQ), and forced decoding in a "translationbenign" search space (BOW-FD) is crucial for retrieval performance in the experiments reported this paper. In order to investigate the question of the importance of context-sensitive information such as language model scores for retrieval we conducted an experiment in which the language model information is removed from all three SMT-based models.
For the PSQ models, we also set the parameter λ to 1.0 to disable interpolation with the context-free lexical translation table (Ture et al., 2012a) . Table 2 shows that retrieval performance drops significantly for all models. The drop in performance for the two baseline models is comparable on both data sets. Removing the language model for BOW-FD hurts performance the most (with an average drop of 6 points in MAP and NDCG scores for Wikipedia, and over 11 points in all measures for patents). However, scores for recall-oriented PRES on Wikipedia remains relatively stable for BOW-FD with and without a language model. A closer analysis on the rankings for BOW-FD on Wikipedia shows that the -LM model returns 1,589 (out of 86,994) relevant documents less than the +LM model. However, only 2 documents with relevance level 3, i.e., directly linked cross-lingual "mates", were no longer retrieved, suggesting that excluding the language model from the system mostly affects the retrieval of "non-mates", i.e. documents that are linked by, or link to the cross-lingual mate. We explain this behavior as follows: Cross-lingual mates are likely to contain words that are close to an adequate query translation, since they constitute the beginning of a Wikipedia article with the same topic as the query. Derivations generated for these documents are such that both translation model features (with or without the LM) and retrieval features agree on a path close to the SMT Viterbi translation. In contrast, other relevant documents require more non-standard lexical choices that are harder to achieve in a +LM search space, since the strong weight on the language model, plus a language model-driven pruning technique, strongly favor lexical choices that agree with the language model's concept of fluency. In a -LM search space, disfluent derivations are easily reached by IR feature activations whose default weight is much larger in relation to the remaining SMT features. The use of "glue rules" allowing leftto-right concatenation of partial translations along with loosely extracted synchronous grammar rules give hierarchical MT models large degrees of freedom in producing very disfluent translations in the -LM space. If a language model is not ensuring a more or less "translation-benign" search space, the "reachability" of terms in irrelevant documents is increased causing them to interfere with the ranking of relevant documents that may be closer translations of the query. This behavior immediately affects precision-oriented scores such as MAP and NDCG, while PRES is only affected if its recall cutoff parameter, N max , is lowered, as shown in Figure 1 . The major drop in performance for patent data may be explained with the way multiple sentence queries are evaluated: A language model limits diversity of translation options for multiple sentences. Without a language model, the sets of documents retrieved by each sentence are almost disjoint, i.e. the sentences do not agree on a common set of documents.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an approach to CLIR that shifts the focus from retrieval to translation by forcing a standard SMT decoder to produce a bag-of-words representation of the document repository. This is done by joint optimization of a linear model including both translation and retrieval features under a ranking objective. Highly weighted term-match features are then used to find a decoding path that gives highest score to the document that is optimal with respect to both relevance and translational adequacy. We showed in a large-scale evaluation on cross-lingual retrieval tasks in the domains of patents and Wikipedia pages that our approach significantly outperforms direct translation and Probabilistic Structured Query approaches under a variety of evaluation metrics. Furthermore, we investigated the role of context-sensitive information such as language model scores in retrieval. In contrast to previous claims about the minor impact of language models in retrieval performance in SMTbased CLIR, we found significant drops in MAP and NDCG across all models when removing language model information. This confirms the dual role of the language model to ensure fluency and to select the proper translation terms in the context of the neighboring target terms. The latter role of the language model makes it an indispensable ingredient of any SMT-based CLIR approach.
Open questions in our work regard further im-provements in efficiency of retrieval. So far we could achieve substantial reductions in retrieval complexity by pre-filtering based on coarse term matches. The inherent complexity of SMT decoding is less of a problem in offline applications such as translation retrieval (Dong et al., 2014) , but it becomes prohibitive in online applications such as cross-lingual web search. In future work, we would like to address efficiency, e.g. by investigating the possibility of incorporating an inverted index into online applications of forced decoding.
